GLOBALCOMMAND SERIES

BATTLE
FOR THE
ATLANTIC
The German Menace
A Global 1936 Expansion Set

Welcome to Battle for the Atlantic: The
German Menace (BGM) – In this Global War
1936-1945 expansion Germany finds itself with
Six new units with one sinister purpose - to
disrupt and destroy allied shipping in the Atlantic.
In this set you’ll find two new U-boat types,
merchant raiders, Milch Cows, and FW Condors
– enough to sink more allied tonnage than ever.
But don’t worry allies, Battle for the Atlantic: The
Allies Fight Back will feature units to combat this
dire threat!
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 Type VIIC Flak Submarine (x2)
 KT-1 Auxiliary Cruiser (x2)
 FW-200 Anti-Shipping Aircraft (x2)
 Type XIV Milch Cow (x2)
 Submarine Pen Marker (x3)
 Pocket Battleship (x1)

The British Isles ability to make war was dependent on
their ability to keep their convoy routes open. Britain
needed raw materials and resources from her far-flung
empire and sea routes to send men and equipment to
protect her holdings. As a Nation she was heavily
dependent on external sources of oil, and needed the
Atlantic sea lanes to get lend-lease material from the
USA. Britain began the war with almost 3,000 oceangoing ships. Despite her superior advantage in ship
tonnage, Britain had few sonar-equipped destroyers
making German U-boats difficult to detect and warships were poor at finding them on
the open sea.
The Germans were quick to prey upon British convoy lines. At the start of the war
Germany had only eight ocean-going submarines, many of which were small coastal
boats displacing only 250 tons. Initially Germany employed surface vessels for raiding
and suffered a lot of set backs from torpedo failures. At the height of their expansion,
Germany would field 225 U-boats. By the end of the conflict 3,500 ships, 175
warships and 783 submarines rested on the bottom of the Atlantic.
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Submarines were by far the most deadly method employed against shipping. The
Allies lost 70% of their tonnage to submarines compared with 13.4% to aircraft, 6.5%
to mines and 6.1% to surface raiders.

1.1 Norwegian U-Boat Bases: Norwegian fjords were excellent hiding
places for U-boats. Germany may place one free submarine base in the place
Units & Collect Income phase in each Norwegian land zone it owns. Only one
such base may be placed in each zone per game.

1.2 Submarine Pens: Germany may build U-Boat pens for 5 IPP each. A
submarine pen is a submarine base as per GW12.6 with the following additional
rules: A submarine pen cannot be strategically bombed and is eliminated if the
land zone it is in is captured. German submarines adjacent to a Friendly
submarine pen cannot be hit by aircraft unless they are engaging in combat or
convoy raiding (simply moving into the zone is not enough to trigger an attack).
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Type VIIC Flak Trap Submarine

Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Notes

Type VIIC

2
(3 AA)

2
(3 AA)

3

6

AA Gun

Flak Trap

Description: The Type VIIC Aircraft trap was a standard type VIIC U-boat fitted out
with anti-aircraft guns. Its goal was to lure was allied aircraft into firing range. These
boats had a reduced torpedo load to make room for additional gun crew. The unit
here represents a regular submarine group supported by additional flak boats.
Disguised: An aircraft on Maritime air patrol cannot decline combat with a Type
VIIC Flak Trap.
Anti-Aircraft: A Type VIIC U-boat has a Attack/Defense roll of “3” against up to 3
aircraft on the first round of combat.
Coastal: The Type VIIC flak boats must stay off a Friendly coast or they are
eliminated.
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Milch Cow Supply Submarine
Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Notes

Milch Cow

N/A

N/A

3

3

Submarine
Base

Description: The Milch Cow were German supply U-boats. While lacking any
offensive capabilities, save for an 88mm deck gun, a single Milch Cow could service
many U-boats, allowing them to operate closer inshore to the US coast, while the
Milch Cow stayed about 1,000km offshore.
Refueling: The Milch Cow acts as if it were a submarine base for up to 3 German
submarines per turn.
Chosen Last: The Milch Cow must be chosen last
in combat, as if it were a transport.
No Combat: The Milch Cow cannot engage in
Convoy raiding, mine laying, Interdiction, or Combat.

KT-1 Merchant Raider

Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Notes

KT-1

N/A

N/A

2

4

See Below

Availability:

January 1914
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Convoy Raiding: The KT-1 has a +1 convoy raiding modifier.
It may not raid in a sea zone that has any Enemy units on escort duty in it.
Escape: The KT-1 can only be attacked for one round per turn
by one unit per turn, after which it is moved to an adjacent sea zone
of the German player’s choice.
Disguised: The KT-1 may use neutral nation’s naval bases as if they were Friendly
(for movement only).
Chosen Last: The KT-1 is chosen last in combat as if it were a transport.
Setup: Add one KT-1 to German set ups at the start of the 1939 game. The German
player may start it in SZ 6, 76, or 107.

Foche-Wulf Condor Fw 200 Anti-Shipping Aircraft
Unit

Attack

Fw 200

6 (Naval)

Defense

Move

1 (4 Naval) 6 (2)* Patrol
Range

Description: The Fw 200 is
shipping aircraft.

Cost

Notes
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See Below

a 4-engine long-range anti-

Anti-Shipping Aircraft: The FW Condor may engage in convoy raiding as per (GW
9.14) and has a +2 Convoy Raiding Modifier.
Naval Bomber: The FW200 may only cause casualties to naval targets. It may not
engage in strategic bombing.
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Deutschland-Class Pocket Battleship
Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Notes

BATTLECRUISER

7

7

3

6/6

See Below

Description: The so-called “Pocket Battleship” was technically a heavy cruiser,
weighing in at 12,000 tons. The Deutschland Class boasted six 280mm (11in) guns,
eight 150mm (6”) secondary guns, and eight torpedo tubes plus a number of antiaircraft guns. The ship is considered a Battlecruiser as per GW12.2 for game
purposes.
Availability: July 1932
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Unit
Type VIIC
Flak Trap

Type XIV
Milch Cow

Attack

N/A

N/A

Defense

Move

2

2

(3 AA)

(3 AA)

N/A

3

Cost

Notes

6

Fires at aircraft.

3

Acts as submarine base
Can raid convoy lines

KT-1
Merchant
Raider

N/A

N/A

3

4

Can use neutrals naval
bases. Can decline combat
as a submarine.

FW2000
Condor

6
naval

2 (4
Naval)

6 (2)*
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Convoy Raiding

* Patrol Range

Expansion Compatibility
Ordnance I&II: If you are playing with Ordnance I (ORDA) you may arm the FW200 with a Fritz-X or HS-291 anti-ship missile. A submarine pen can be a munitions
storage location. A submarine pen can be attacked by a T-12 or T-14 bomb and can
suffer up to 5 damages before being destroyed. A Milch Cow is not a munitions
storage location.

Secret Submarine Base: If you are playing with Secret Submarine Bases (SSB)
the Norwegian submarine base is also a Secret Base.
Going Nuclear: A nuclear bomb can eliminate a submarine pen as per TPDA 3.4.
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate
War Game
Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is
a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily
supported and expanded games on the market. Visit
our website to see our full line of games, expansions,
markers, units and other accessories.
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